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ABSTRACT
Periodically integrated time series require the differencing Cilter I-o:,B to
remove the stochastic trend, where not all o~, equal unity. A non-periodic
integrated time series needs the filter 1-B for similar rcasons. When the
sea.5onal fluctuations for the non-periodic integrated series can he described
by seasonal dummy variables for which the corresponding pararnc,ters are not
constant within the sample, such a series may not be easily distinguished trom
a periodically integrated time series. In this paper, nested and non-nested
testing procedures are proposed to distinguish between thesc two altcrnative
stochastic and non-stochastic seasonal processes, when it is assurned, without
loss of generality, there is a singlc unknown stnn~tural brcak iu Lhe seasonal
dummy parameters. Several empirical examples using yuarterly rcal macro-
economic time series [or the United Kingdom illustrate the nested and non-
nested approaches.
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l1. INTRODUCTION
An empirical regularity for many macroeconomic time series is that their
variation is largely dominated by a trend and seasonal fluctuations. Civen
that interest frequently lies in the underlying cyclical patterns of such time
series, it is important to have some knowledge about the characteristics of
both the trend and seasonality. A major debate in empirical macroeconomics on
whether the trend is stochastic or deterministic seems to havc settled in
favour of the stochastic trend representation. In fact, most ernpirical tests
for unit roots have not been able to reject thc null hypothesis of a unit
root, i.e the stochastic trend model. Strictly speaking, this irnplies that
shocks to a certain variable exert a permanent impact on the sequential
pattern of its time series. In other words, the direction of an undcrlying
trend can change because of exogenous shocks.
A second debate in empirical macroeconomics focuses on the characteristic
properties of th~ seasonal fluctuations. Thesc propcrtics rangc froin constant
seasonal patterns, which can be described using seasonal dummy variables, to
changing seasonal patterns, which may lx~ dese:ribed using seasonal unit root
processes. For many macroeconomic series, the seasonality seerns to change
slowly over time. Sometimes these changes may be multiplicative and on other
occasions they may be dependent on changes in the trend. Of course, an
important qucstion is whethcr constant parametcr seasonal dumrny modcls are
sufficiently adequate to describe such slow changes, or whether the changes
are such that they display unit root (i.e. stochastic trend) like behaviour. A
flexible class of time series models which can address this question is the
periodically integrated (PI] time series model. This class o( model allows for
multiplicative seasonality, (or slowly changing patterns, for seasonal and
non-seasonal unit roots, and (or seaxonal Cluctuations that arc dependent on
the pattern of the stochastic trend. A detailed exposition o( this class of
models is given in 13oswijk and Franses (1993). A definition of the concept of
periodic integration originates from Osborn (1988). In section 2 below, a
brief overview of sorne of the main issues in this class of modcl is given.
A periodically integrated time series of order 1 is defined by its
differencing tilter (1-a,B), where B is the familiar backward shift operator
and jj;sra,, - 1 (whcre not all a„ - t), which is required t.o rcmove the
stochastic t.rend from thc timc scrics. It is straightforward to soo that the
variation in thc a; vahres allows for rI111ItIpIlf.atlVC soasouality, and that
exogenous shocks have a different impact on the time serics in different
2seasons. In other words, changes in the underlying stochastic Lmnd rnay have
an effect on the intra-year, or seasonal, fluctuations, l:mpirical evidence on
periodic integration ín UK macroeconomic time series is given in Franses and
Romijn (1993), in which it is found that the pcriodically integrated time
series model can provide a useful description for 18 of the 25 quarterly time
series considered.
A third empirical aspect of macroeconomic time series is that there can
be structural breaks in the observed sample, which may be caused, e.g., by
changes in the measurement system. 'I'ypically, the ontcome of surh a structural
brcak is that it affccts Uu~ auta~orralation hmrtiun (soo, o.g.,
Perron, 1989). Hence, it may also affect the choice of the appropriate
differencing filter to eliminate a stochastic trend. Since the estimates of a,
in the differencing filter (1-a,,ll) for the periodically integrated time series
are typically close to unity, one or more structural breaks in a quarterly
time series may well give the incorrect impression that (1-a,ll) is needed
instead of (1-B). In other words, i[ a PI process is found to yicld an
adequate description of a time series, it would seem natural Lo compare it
with a non-periodically integrated [I] process with structural shifts iu onc
or more of the seasonal means. In this paper attcntion is foeusccl on thc
selection between such an integrated process with non-constant parameters and
a PI process. Since these two processes may be interpreted as non-nested
models, non-nested testing procedures may be appropriate for testing each
hypothesis. Furthermore, given that a PI modcl with shifts in thc intercept
parameters may also be regarded as a reasonable description of the data, a
nestcd tcsting proccdurc is also considcrcd. It is ahsumed, withont Ictss of
generality, that thcre is a single unknown onc-time parametcr clrange for the
seasonal dummy variables. A simplc method Lo tcst for thc presence of such a
change is also presented.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, thc research
question is motivated by highlighting specific aspects of the two types of
stochastic and non-stochastic seasonal models. Nested and non-nested testing
procedures are proposed in section 3, and both procedures are illustrated for
six quarterly real macroeconomic time series for the United Kingdom in section
4. Some concluding remarks are given in section 5.
32. MOTIVATION
2.1 A Stochastic Seasonal Specification
Consider a macroeconomic time series yt which is observed at quatterly
intervals over N years, where t is the quarterly index running from 1,..,n,
and n- 4N. A flexible class of time series models that allows for seasonal
unit roots, non-seasonal unit roots and periodic integration is the periodic
autoregressive process [PARJ (see Tiao and Grope (19A0) and Oslxirn (1991),
inter alia). A PAR process of order p, PAR(p), can be represented by
Yt - l~e f~taYt-t f ~~~~ }~paYt-p f Et (1)
where the index s denotes the parameter valucs can vary over the four scasons,
s- 1,..,S, where S is set equal to 4. 'I'hc expression in (1), and all
subsequent representations, can also be useful when S takes sucti valucs as 2,
6 or 12, but in this paper the analysis concentrates on quarterly scries. "1'he
Et are assumed to follow a standard white noise process. In some applications,
it may be usc(ul to replace Et by E,t, but this extension dcx`s not cdfect the
analysis except for the application of a straightforward modificd estimation
method to allow for sc,asonal heteroskeda.aticity. (~mcise discussions of
estimation aspects of periodic time series models can be found in, e.g.,
Pagano (1978) and Vecchia and Ballerini (1993), inter alia. The parameters in
model (1) can be estimated by applying ordinary least squares to
s s
Yt - E Datlis } E Det(~taYt-1 t.... t ~p,Yt-p) f Et
s-t e~l
where the D,r are seasonal dummy variables which equal one in season s and
zero in all other seasons, and the number of parameters is (pfl)S.
For thc, pnrpose of investigating sLOChastlc trend prohertios of yt, a
morc eonvonic,ut rcprosonl.al.ion of ( I) rclic~s on st:u~kiug the yt ubsorvations
in the (4x1) vector Yy, -(YtT,..,Y~T)', wherc 'I' runs from I,..,N, N - n~4 and
Y~;t~ is the observation in season s in year T (see, c.g., Osborn ( 1991),
Franses ( 199A ), and 'fiao and Crupe ( 1980) ). Note that equation ( 1) is already
a nun-stat.ionar,y procoss in thc sense that the autocorrelation funetion varies
with the season. Using the stacked observation notation, rnodel ( I) can be
rewritten as
AAoYr - N t AtYT-t }.... } A,pYT-m t eT (2)
where the A~, j - 0,...,m, are ( 4x4) parameter matrices, with A~~ bcing lower
diagonal and the p and E-p containing the stacked ~, and er. 'I'he value of m
depends on p in (1) according to m ~[ifpJ4). "I'o check for unit roots in the
PAR(p) process, it is necessary to investigate whether the solutions to
~Ao - Alz -.... - Amz~"~- 0 (3)
are on or outside the unit circle. Boswijk and Franses (1993) propose a test
for the presence of at most a single unit root in a PAR(p) process. Franses
and Paap (1994) find empirical support for the presence of only a single unit
root in many UK macroeconomic time series.
In thc case of a singlc unit root (i.c., a so-callcd Ixeriodically intc-
grated autoregressive time series of order p[PIAR(p))), thc modcl in (1) can
be rewritten as
(1-~.,B)Yr - !is f ~reíl-~e-rB)Yt-t t ... f ~y-ta(1-~s-ptlB)yt-pfr } er




Note that oc.k - o~9-k for k - 0,1,2... The parameters a, and Ji~., arc functions
of the patameters ~p, in (1). "fhe 1-~,11 filter is r.alled the periodic
differencing filter, where B is the familiar backward shift opcrator. "Che
model in (4) subject to (5) can be estimated using non-linear Ieast squares.
Since ( 1-át,B)yr is a periodically stationary time series, where á~, is the non-
linear least squares estimator of o~„ the t ratios (or the estirnated (i;,
parameters in (4) can be compared with the fractiles of Lhc .LSymptotic
standard normal distribution.
It is clear from (4) and ( 5) that, given (5), the ordinary integrated
time scries process that requires the 1-B filter to remove the stochastic
trend is nested within (4). In that case, all the a, are equal to l, and hence
(5) holds automatically. In terms of unit roots, thc (1-B) filter irnplies the
presence of a single unit root in the YT process in (2).
A periodically integrated time series process can describe tirne series
which display changing seasonal fluctuations because of changes in the
5underlying stochastic trend. This ís most easily observed from the
differencing tilter 1-cx,B. The difference between two consecutive scasons a
and b, say Yaq-YyT, is not constant over time when a stochastic trend is
driving each of these time series, and this difference depends on thc pattern
of the trend.
2.2 A Non-atochastic Seasonal Specification
When a PIAR process is found to describe the data adequately, seasonal
patterns are allowed to change because of changes in the trend. Strictly
speaking, this implies that care must be taken in using scasonal adjustment
procedures since the assumption that the unadjusted series and the seasonal
component are orthogonal may be violated. In fact, part of the stochastic
trend may be affected and~or not all seasonal fluctuations might be removcKl.
Civen such an impact of a PIAR model, it seerns natural to cher.k whether the
changes in the seasonal patterns might have been caused by deterministic
shitts instead of by a stochastic variation. In practice, the oe, parameters
are often estimated as being unequal, although they might bc vcry close to
unity. Hence, it seems reasonable to contrast the PIAR model in (4)-(5) with a
modcl that considcrs thc first-ordcr diffcrenced timc scrics, (I-IJ)Yc, whon it
can be describrd using a(periodic) autoregression and allows for a onc-Lime
structural break at given time r, namely
(1-B)Yc - ó., f 1(czr)óe f Qra(I-B)Yr-r t.... f~p-r,a(I-Q)Yc-p.r t ec. (6)
In (6), the variable Ilc,rl is an indicator function which is equal to 1 when
t~ r, and the number of parameters is 8~~(p-1). I~or convenioncc, it is
assumed that the model remains periodic so that the ~i pararnetcrs vary
seasonally. The S; parameters have values that may be ditferent from zero,
which implies that the growth rates can change at time r. Of course, before
tcstiug (li) aga.iust (4)-(~i), it. should bc vcrificd whethcr thc madcl in (fi) is
statistically adequate in terms of uncorrelated and homoskedastic errors and
the absence of non-normality. in the next section, testing prcx;edures are
proposed for choosing hctwcen (4)-(ti) and ((i) whon thc,y arc bol.h uo,ted within
a more general model and also when they are non-nested.
G3. NESTED AND NON-NESTED TESTING PROCEDURES
The two time series models given in (4)-(5) and (6) are, at first glance, non-
nested in that neither can be obtained from the other by the imposition of
appropriate restrictions (see McAleer (1994) for a recent survcy o[ the
empirical literature). In particular, (4) sets to zero the coeffi(ient of the
structural break dummy variable Itrzrl, whereas (6) imposes a unit root
restriction rather than a periodic unit root restriction (and irnplicitly
imposes Lhc non-lincar restriction given in (S)).
Several procedures are available for testing each of these two models,
depending on whether they are interpreted as non-nested modcls or as
specializations of an interpretable more general model. The litcrature on
testing non-nested hypotheses distinguishes between models which arisc through
differences in theoretical approaches, differences in specifying the auxiliary
assumptions such as serial correlation and heteroskedasticity, and through
alternative approaches to econometric modelling. At a practical level,
non-nested models may arise through using incorrect models, incorrect
restrictions, incorrect dynamic structures and~or incorrect transformations of
variables.
3.1 Nested Procedures
IC the time series models given in (4)-(5) and (6) are cessentially based
on crnpirical observation, then thc theoretical foundations of the cornpeting
models may not be of great substance. [n such a context, when the two models
are simply competing empirical explanations which do not preclude a more
general explanation, a straight(orward method of testing each of thesc models
is to nest both in the more general model, with 3f8f4(p-1) parameters, given
by
(f-a~)Yr - Qr.,(1-os-rB)Y(-r t ... t ~p-r,9(l~s-ptl8)Y!-ptl
f ICy } Itr~rllCd } Br (7)
which is to bc cstima.l.cd subjcet. t.o (S). It is assumed, in tho first IIIStanCC,
tha.1. r is known. F,quation (7) is not only a convenient and obvious method oC
tesl.ing both (4)-(.'i) :Lnd (G), bnt is also useful in LhaL il. might be an
cmpiri(~all,y a(~coptabl(~ nlodcl. 'fhc validil.,y of (7) rests in its ability to
accommodate both periodic integration and a structural break. IL should be
7notecl thaL the structural break is arcouunexlaLed within Lbv pc,riodicall,y
integrated model, so that the non-linear restriction in imposed in estimating
(7). The general model (7), in which all variables are (periodically)
stationary, may be estimated using non-linear least squares, which yields a
residual sum of squares RSS~.
The PI model in (4)-(5) implies Lhat there is no structural break, so
that the ~; parameters in (7) are equal to zero, in which case the rc, are
equal to the !t, in (4). Since the rc; are coefticients of stationary variables,
i.e. the corresponding variables have a value ot one (or t ~ r, Lhc residual
sum of squares of the PI model, say RSSpr, can be compared with KS.S~ from (7)
using the standard (asymptotic) F test. This Lest will be denoted F'r.~(~,n-k),
where k is the number of parameters in the general model and P! in (4)-(5) is
the null hypothesis.
"1'he integrated time scrics model (6) implics thaL cac:h of t.hc a„ in (7)
is equal to one, in which case the non-linear restriction is satisfied
automatically. Ilence, (6) also assumes thcre is a single uniL root in the
mulLivariate representation (2). Utherwise formulated, thcrc arc three
cointegrating relations between the Y,T elements corresponding to the yc
series generated by (4)-(fi) and (6). flencc, comparing these models does not
involvc a changc in thc numbcr of unit roots. When cach a.y is equal to one,
the rc, and re; in (7) equal 6, and 6;, respectively. Denoting Lhe residual sum
of squares from estimating (6) by ordinary least squares as KSS~, model (6)
can be tested against (7) using the standard (asyrnptoLic) h tes1., dcnoted as
!~'~(J,n-k), where k- 4pt7 in (7) and I is Lhe null hypothesis. 'I'he three
restrictions to be tested arise from the facL Lhat (7) is estimated under the
non-linear restriction (5), in which case there are only three free oe,
parameters.
A turther restriction to be tested on (7) is that each of the a„ is equal
to one and that the ke are equal to zcro, wherein thc integrated modcl with no
sl.rurl.ural broa.k ix tho twll hypot.hesis. Sw~h a L~~st. is differrut from tcsting
eaeh of Lhc D;, in ((i) Lo ba equal to zcro, sinrc~ ((i) ha,a alrcady imposed Lhe
rc~sl.rict.ion Lhat. t.he~ cx., aro r`qnal to unity. (~mseqnenLly, Lhc puwors of the
Lesls are likel,y to differ, depending on which of ((i) or (7) is rorrect. In
the coutext of nested Lests, (7) is the maintained hypothesis, whereas
(4)-(5), (6), and (6) with the d; set Lo zcro are Lhc respectivc null
hypotheses.
The interpretation to be given to these test statistirs is straight-
forward. A significantly large value of F~,~ (Fr) Icads to Lhc rc,jection of thc
8PI (I) model in (4)-(5) ((6)) in favour of thc general rnodel with both
periodic integration and a structural break. A significant test statistic for
the null hypothesis of an integrated modcl with no structural break also Icads
to the general model (7). Insignificant test statistics in each of these three
cases leads to non-rejection of the respective null hypotheses. It should be
emphasized that, in the nested case, the general model given in (7) may not
only be statistically valid but may also be interpreted as a useful model in
itsc,lf.
3.2 Non-nested Procedures
When the models in (4)-(5) and (6) are non-nested, in that using the
standard (asymptotic) F test in a model suc:h as (7) cannot tx~ cntertained,
non-nested testing procedures should bc used. Dastoor and McAlccr (1989)
propose four classifications of tests (or competing non-nested linear
regression models, depending on whether there are exactly two or morc than two
competing linear regression modcls. For lincar regression rnodcls in the
absence of linear or uon-linear parametric restrictions, sr~vi~r:rl proceduras
are available. In the case of two non-nested models considered here, a
distinction is made between the Cox-type tests of Pesaran (1974), Davidson and
MacKinnon (1981) and Fisher and McAleer (1981), and the non-nested F tests of
Deaton (1982), Dastoor (1983), Courieroux et rsl. (1983), Mizon and Richard
(1986) (based on encompassing), and McAleer and Pesaran (198G) (based on Roy's
(1953) union-intersection princíple). It should be noted that the (asymptotic)
nested F test given in (7) is not a non-ncstcd test of (4)-(S) vcrsus (6)
based on the non-nested procedures just mentioned. Moreovcr, Montc Carlo
results indicate that non-nested tests are generally more powerful than nested
F tests based on a general model such as (7).
Pesaran and Hall (1988) derive Cox-type tests of two non-nested linear
regression models subject to linear restrictions, and incorporate small sample
adjnstments for the mean and variance of the statistic under the assumption o[
non-stochastic regtessors. If the models are subject to non-homogeneous linear
restrictions, substituting the restrictions yields transformed dependent
variables which difter betwcen the two non-nested models. In Lesting (4)-(5)
and (6) against each other, it is possible to obtain several asymptotically
equivalent Cox-type tests, but small sample adjustmentis arc not appropriate
given the nature of the regressors. For present purposes, the most
computationally convenient method of testing the two models is to use weights
g(1-a) and a for the models given in {4) and (6), respectively, to yield
(1-A)(1-oaB)Yt } A(1-B)Yt -
(1-A)(í~a } Qta(1-oa-tB)Yat } ... } Qp-t,e(I-aa-p.1B)Yt-p.l] }
a(ó, } Ilt,rló; } ~ta(1-B)Yt-t } ... } ~P-t,a(1-B)Yt-Ptt] } ft (8)
which is to be estimated subject to (5). In (8), a is not identifiable without
imposing restrictions. Since there are several methods for identifying A(see
McAleer and Pesaran (1986) for furthcr details), the method adopted here is to
use sample information. Where such inforntation is obtained frorn the
alternative non-nested model, the outcome is a J-type test (sec Davidson and
MacKinnon (1981)). Specifically, to test flo: A-0 in (8), estimates of the
parameters from (6) are used to replace the unknown parameters as follows:
(1-a)(1-~a~)Yt } a(1-B)Yt -
(1-a)(!~a } i4te(1-aa-tB)Yt-t } ... } w-t,a(1-~a-pttB)Yt-ptl] }
a[~6, } Il2rlas } Pis(1-B)Yt-t } ... } ~p-I,e(1-B)Yt-y.i) } Et (9)
which is to be estimated subject to (5). Since all the variables in (9) are
(periodically) stationary, non-linear least squares applied to (9)-(5) yields
a t ratio for the estimate of A which is asymptotically distributed as
standard normal. Let the t ratio for the test of P[ in (4)-(5) against I in
(6) be denoted as tpl.
A test of Ilt: a-1 in (8), namcly testing (G) against (~)-(.'i), may be
obtained by replacing the unknown parameters of (4) with cstimates from
(4)-(5) as follows:
(I-A)(I-á.,B)Ye } a(l-f1)Yt -
1-a ~ } p (1-á B } ... } ~ 1-á y B p ] } ( )(ha ts e-1 )Yt-t y-t,a( e- ft )Yt- tt
a[ó, } Ilt~r)óa } fgta(1-B)Yat t... }~n-t,a(1-B)Yt-P.t] } ft (10)
which is not estimated subject to (5). Sint:e all the variables in (l0) are
(periodically) stationary, non-linear least squares applied to (10) yields a
t ratio for the estimate of (1-A) which is asymptotically distributed as
10standard normal. Let the t ratio for the test of I in (6) against PI in
(4)-(5) be denoted as t~.
There are four possible outcomes for the non-nested testing procedure.
First, tp~ is significant while tl is not, so PI is rejected while I is not.
Hence, the integrated time series model (6) is selected. Second, t~ is
signiticant while tPf is not, in which case the PI model is selected over the
I model. Third, neither tpr nor t~ is significant, so the tests may lack power
because neither model is rejected. Consequently, both the PI and I models may
be adequate representations of the data. Fourth, both tr,~ and t~ are
significant, which implies that neither of the rnodels (4)-(5) nor (6)
adequately describes the series, even though misspecification rnay not have
been detected (or either of the models using standard diagnostic checks. This
outcome indicates that each o[ the models should be modi[ied in some way.
It should be noted that cquations (S), (9) and (10) are not rnodcls for
interpretation, but are simply devices (or obtaining test statistics for the
two non-nested models. There[ore, neither (9) nor (10) has an interpretive
value, unlike the more general model (7) in the nested case.
M important empirical question which now arises is the do4~,rnlination of
the value of r. It is assumed that a PI modcl is estimated and it is desired
to check whether (6) is more appropriate. The value of r may be detennined by
applying parameter constancy tests to (4)-(5). Such a procedure necessarily
involves a series of tests, which will affect the overall significance tevel
of the tests. In this paper it is proposed to use the likclihood ratio (LR)
teSt Sta,tlstlC
LR - nlog(RSS~(RSSrfRSSz)) (11)
[or each subsample defined by varioux choices for r, where kS:S is the residual
sum of squazes that corresponds to the entire sample, while R.SSI and RSSZ
correspond to the first and second subsamples. This LR statistic c:oncerns a
test for coefficient stability conditional on variance equality (see Pesaran
et nl. (19R5) for an overvicw of parameter constancy Lcsts). In the case
connidorc~d hc~m of au unknowu ehange-Ixrint, we propose to use the test
sta.l.istir sup(LK), whil~h is tho Iargl~sl. I,R vahle ovl,r all r's. 'I'hc
disl.ribntion uf sup(I,R) is dcrived in Andrews ( 199:1) for a wido class oC
models, including non-lincar models.
114. EMPIRICAL APPLICATIONS
In this section the nested and non-nested testing procedures developed above
are applied to six empirical applications. "Chese applica.tions concern the
logarithms o( quarterly real macroeconomic time series for the Uníted Kingdom
over the effective sample period 1956.1-198AA. "1'he variables are GDI', Total
Investment ("Investment"), Exports, Imports, "Cotal Consumption ("Consumption")
and Consumption of Nondurables ("Nondurablesn). In ['ranses and Paap (1994),
these variables are found to be periodically integrated of ordcr onc. The
variables GDP, Investment and Exports can be described using PIAR(2) models,
while the other three variables can be described using PIAR(1) models. To
obtain an impression of typical a, values, their estimatcs arc reported in
Table 1. It is evident that these values are very close to Imity. 'I'hc standard
errors are usually stnaller than 0.01, although these should bc trcated with
care since the tirne series contain a sl.och.Gtil,ic trend. I~ormal Lests for the
adeyuacy of Lhe (I-Il) filtcr are perfornuxl in Pranses and Paap (1994), and the
ovcrall result is that this restrirtion on thc ~„ parameters can be rejectéd
with prob-values typically smaller than 0.01.
insert Table 1
To test (or a structural break at an unknown change-point in eac11 of the
six PIAR models, the LR test statistic (11) was calculated for various values
of r. Since it is desired to estimate each parameter with the sarne number ot
observations, r was always set equal to the first quarter of cach year. 'Che LR
test is calculated for r tanging from 1960.1 through to 1984.1, which ensures
that there are at least 20 observations in the subsamples to estimate the
parameters. The largest value of the hR statlstlCS, denoted sup(hR), is
reported in Table 2, and the corresponding value of r is given in the next
column. The final column o( Table 2 contains the 596 critical values for
sup(LR), which have bcen interpolated from the asymptotic critical values
displayed in "fable [ in Andrews (L993).
insert Table 2
It is observed from Table 2 that there is a significant stnlctural break for
fonr of the six series. hurthermore, for two series the possible break occurs
iu 1969.1, which corresponds to thc ,year following a major VAl' increase.
AI611ough the sup(LR) valucs for Imports and Consumption arc not significa.nt at
12the :í96 level, the indicated breaks are conside.red in the empiricat
illustration ot testing both nested and non-nested hypotheses.
Insert Table 3
In Table 3 are reported thc results of thc nested and non-nested test
procedures for the six UK variables. The third xnd fourth columns of "fable 3
provide the nested test statistics. It is concluded from these results that
the PI model with breaks, i.c. the nesting rnodel, is prcferred ovicer Lhe nested
PI and I models for five of the six variables, since both thc 1'1 and 1 models
aro m,jccted. For ~xports, thc PI modcl is pndcrnvl sincr` tht~ I modcl is
rejected but LLe Pl rnodcl is not. hxcept fur I;xports and Noudur.iblos, wherc
the PI model is preferred and both models are rejected, respectively, the
non-nested test results in columns fivc and six of 'I'able :S givc diffcrent
results from those using the nested testing approach. It should be crnphasized
that, in contrast to the rejection of both the PI and I models in favour of
the general model for Nondurables in the nested case, rejection of PI and I
using non-nested tests dces not suggest whether an appropria(c model exists.
For Investment, the statistics do not reject cither the I'I rnodcl or the I
rnudcl. Fur Impurts :cnd (:DI', tho I'I spc~cificatiun i4 rr.jrctrd in f:r.vnur of tht~
I model with a structural brcak, while for Consumption it is thc rcrvene.
Insert Table 4
Since the nested and non-nested test procedures do not generally lead to
agreement, the values of the Schwarz model selection criterion (or the models
(4)-(5), (6) and (T) ate also calculated and are reported in 'I'able 4. From
these values, the PI model yields the most parsimonious description oC the
data for four of the six variables, while thc PI model with a brcak in (7) is
selected for CDP and Nondurables. Thc I rnodcl with a brcak in ((i) is not
chosen for any variable.
Overall, it can be concluded that the various testing and model selection
methods do not lead to a specific model being preferred. In general, it seems
that thc PI tnodel with a structural break may be useful for GDP and
Nondurablos. ~'he estimation results for the latter variablc, b,y way of
illustration, arr
(1-a~)Yt - ós f I(t~r)6e ~ Et (12)
13where r is 1969.1
ár - L051 ~n2-0.929 áa - L022 á~, - I~(ai~~s) -1.022
(0.015) (0.013) (0.014) (0.015)
and
a, - -0.617 a; - -0.024
(0.151) (0.007)
a, - o.7as ~z - o.ooo
(0.137) (0.006)
a3 - -0.214 ó~á - 0.005
(0.148) (0.006)
a, - 0.018 a; - 0.019
(0.144) (0.006)
where lhe asymptotic standard crrors are given in parentheses. IL might be
desired to simplify this rnodel even further since not all 6„ and 6; are
statistically significant. It is clear, however, that ~6i and b~~ are
significantly di(ferent from zero, and that the o~, valucs arc closc, though
not equal, to unity.
For Investment, Exports and Consumption, it might be eoncluded that a PI
model without a break is useful, although the evidence is not cyaally strong
for all variables. For Imports, a model like (6) might bc slxecificd. The
corresponding results, after deleting insignificant b~r estimates, are ó~i -
0.014 (0.007), é2 - 0.035 (0.07), d~y - 0.032 (0.009), é4 --O.O:S7 (0.009) and
a14 - 0.030 (0.009), where ó~~4 refers to thc variable with -1 in thc third
quarter and fl in the fourth quarter, starting in 1967. Ilencc, the total
seasonal variation has not changed, since the seasonal component in quarter 3
has decreased by the same amount as the increase in the seasonal cornponent in
quarter 4.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has been concerned with testing alternative specifications of
integrated time series. Two specitications were considered, namely one which
is periodically integrated with differencing (ilter given by 1-a,lJ (where not
all cY„ e,qual uuity), and an integrated timc series wilh filtor I-IJ which
reyuires seasonal dummy variables with corrcwponding pararneten subject to
changc over the sample. Simple nested and non-nested testing pnx.vdurM; wcre
14proposed to distinguish between the two stochastic and non-stochastic seasonal
processes. When the two specifications are not based on strong theoretical
foundations, both may be nested within a more general framework and standard
(asymptotic) F tests may be used to test the appropriate restrictions.
Insignificant test statistics lead to non-rejection of the respective null
hypotheses, whereas significant test statistics for both null hypotheses leads
to rejection of both in favour of the more general modeL In thc non-nested
case, where differences in theoretical approaches, in the auxiliary
assumptions or in the approaches to econometric modelling predominate, a more
general model is not entertained in the testing process. "I'herefore, rejection
of the two non-nested models indicates thal both are misspecified in ways not
detected by standazd (and possibly less powerful) diagnostic checks. Ilowever,
there is no indication as to how to correct or accommodate the apparent
misspeci[ications.
The procedures seem to work well in practice. Six empirical examples,
using quarterly real macroeconomic time series tor the lJnited Kingdom
highlighted various interpretations. In thc case of Imports, thc I mcxicl with
a structural break was preferred to the PI modcl using thc non-nested
procedure, whereas the nested tests rejected both in favour of Llre general
model. For Nondurables, both the PI and I models were rejected in favour of
the general specification incorporating both PI and a structural break, using
the nested and non-nested procedures. Thus, in the case of several variables,
time series models which had passed standatd diagnostic checks were rejected
on the basis ot evidence provided by a non-nested alternative or by a more
general model not implied by the diagnostics.
Extensions o[ the tests proposed in this paper may take various forms. It
was assumed throughout the analysis of the integrated model with a structural
break that the value of r, the breakpoint, can be determined using a test for
parameter constancy. Preferably, a joint test of r and the non-nested
altc,rnative of PI simultaneously would obviatc thc need to be concerned with
the scyucntial testing problcm, and would also eXLcrld the applicability of Lhe
proa~dure (sce l3era ct al. (1992) for the dcrivation of a joint test o[
non-nested models together with departures from thc auxiliary assumptions
regarding the errors of a linear regression model). Extensions to multiple
structural breaks, slowly changing breaks and continuous breaks could also be
examined within the context of the problem analysed here. In cach c:rsc, the PI
model may be non-nested with respect to its I counterpart with known or
unknown structural breaks.
15Table 1
Periodic Differencing Filter (1-ó~,B) based on PIAR(p) Models
for Six UK Macroeconomic Time Seriea over 19b8.1-1988.4









1.007 0.916 1.069 1.014
1.050 0.885 I.(17~ 1.003
0.947 1.025 1.036 0.994
0.965 1.028 0.983 1.025
1.036 0.912 1.058 1.000
1.002 0.929 L033 1.039
Notc 'fhe periodic differencing filter is estirnated under the non-linear res-
triction a~ - 1~(a~oe2o~1). The statistical package MicrólSP (version 7.0) is
used for these computations. The PIAR models pass diagnostic checks for firet
and first-to-fourth order residual autocorrelation, tirst order lx,riodic auto-
correlation and first order ARCH.
l6Table 2
Testing for a Structural Break in PIAR Models





























Significant at the 59ó level.
The Likelihood Ratio test, LR, refers to a test for coe(ficient stability
conditional on variance stability in PIAR models, undcr thc non-lincar
restriction o~a2a3cY4 - 1. Sup(LR) refcrs to t.hc largest valuc of thc LR test
values for all brcak-points considcr~Yl. 'fhc I,R tcst corro'sponds to thc
(amiliar analysis of covariance Chow test (sec I'esaran et cd. (1985)).
IZl This value of r is thc first quartcr of thc sa~ond sxmplc pcricKl and is
used to calculate the LR test statistics. "Che !,K test compares the residual
sum of squares of the PIAR model for 195fi.1-(r-1) with that of r-198R.4.
~31 Critical valucs at thc SY6 levcl for tlic sup(!.R) t~at iu r:4,o uf au
unknown break-point. These values are intcrpulated from the asyrnptotic
critical values displayed in Table I in Andrews (1993). There are 7 parameters
to be estimated in the P[AR(1) model and 11 in the PIAR(2) model. '1'he fraction
of the sarnple 1956.1-1988.4 for which there may be a brcak-point (dcnoted as
nu in Andrews' 'I'able I) cxn be calfUlated usinR thc valuc of r.
l7Table 3
Nested and Non-nested Test Statistics for Six UK Macroeconomic Time Series
Variable f3reak-Ixiint Nested tests~~) Non-nestc~d lests
r h'~.r l~~ t~.~ t~
cnt~ 19621 6.152` Ei.:194` :5.08:1` 1.7:5l~1
fnvestment 196~1.1 3.2:I;S' ~.IEiI` L9:S9 I.R91
Exports 19(i7.1 1.:517 :3.256` L42a 2.7A9'
Imports 1979.1 3.194` 3.999` 2.1(i~l` I.t{27
Consumption 1969.) '3.252' 15.971` -U.O:Sa G.083'
Nondurables 1969.1 4.871` 10.~5~` 2.21:3' 1.~16'
Significant at the 596 Icvcl.
'fhe Fpr test has (4,117) and (~,121) dcl;rees of frcedom for I'IAR(2) and
PIAIt(I) modcls, mspectivoly, whilc Lhe l~'r tesl. h:4ti (:3,117) aud (:3,121) de-
grees of frcedorn, respectivcly.
I`tTable 4
Schwarz Criteria for Nested and Non-nested PIAR Models
Model
Variable Hreak-point PI I with break PI with break
r
CDP 1969.1 -1029.li5 -1030.)2 -1035.51"
InvosLmenL 19(i4.1 -ri4:S.51" -8a9.0!) -ri:S7.N2
Gxports 1967.1 -8:33.a7" -82a.72 -riIJ.(i6
Imports 1979.1 -H:{5.5~" -R:41A:3 -H2!).2(i
Consumption 19fi9.1 -1083.82" - 104H.3R -1077.77
Nondurables 1969.1 -1162.78 -1147.1A -II(i2.!Ki"
" Smallest value of the Schwarz criterion, i.e. the correspondiu~G mexlel is
selected.
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